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Corporate

The Corporate menu provides access to view and make changes to your
corporate structure, including creating positions, companies, regions, locations
and organisation units. You can also view and interact with the Position Tree,
Position Chart and Organisation Unit Tree.
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POSITIONS

Click the Positions link from the side menu to open the Position report. This
report displays all the positions you have set up in EmployeeConnect and
allows you to make any necessary changes.
		

Click the

icon to edit a position
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Click on the

		

Click the

icon to edit an attribute of a position
icon to save your changes

Note: Be careful when editing the Position ID of an existing position, as it
has the potential to break any existing positions that currently report to that
position within the hierarchy.
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New Position

The New Position form provides access to create brand-new positions. You can
set up a new position in EmployeeConnect by defining the relevant fields on the
form.
How to Create a New Position
Click the New Position Link from the menu
Enter a unique ‘Position ID’
Enter a ‘Position Name’
Click the

icon to define the following attributes:

• Parent Position (this defines which position the position you are
creating reports to)
• Company
• Organisation Unit
• Location
• Job (only relevant if using the Performance module)
• Cost Centre
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Enter the FTE of the position (1.0 = full-time)
Click the

icon to create the new position

Note: To prevent errors, make sure the Position ID is unique.
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Companies

Click the Company link to open the Company report, which allows you to modify
or create new Companies, should you have multiple employing entities.
Click the

icon to edit an existing company

Click the

icon to create a new company

Note: If you are integrating EmployeeConnect with a compatible payroll system,
your companies will automatically be imported.
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Regions

Click the Region link to open the Region report, which allows you to modify
or create new Regions.
Click the

icon to edit an existing Region

Click the

icon to create a new Region

Note: To prevent errors, make sure the Region ID is unique.
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Locations

Click the Location link to open the Location report, which allows you to modify
or create new Locations.
Click the

icon to edit an existing Location

Click the

icon to create a new Location

Note: It is recommended that you link locations to regions. To prevent errors,
make sure the Location ID is unique.
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Organisation Units

Click the Org Unit link to access the Org Unit report. You can edit existing Org
Units or define new Org Units here.
Click the

icon to edit an existing Organisation Unit

Click the

icon to create a new Organisation Unit

Note: To prevent errors, make sure the Org Unit ID is unique.
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Position Tree

The Position Tree is a visual representation of the hierarchy of all positions in
the system and the current incumbent of each position. You can filter the
position tree for specific positions or incumbents by using the search bar at the
top of the page.
You can also expand/collapse the position tree to view specific verticals
of the hierarchy, simply click the plus or minus icons to do so.
Clicking directly on a position will take you to the position form, allowing
you to make changes to that specific position, not the assignment.
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Position Chart

The Position Chart allows you to display a specific vertical of your position
hierarchy, simply choose the position from which you wish to start from.
Click the
icon under the ‘Chart’ column to see the position chart from that
position down.
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You can click the buttons on the top left of the page to show/hide certain
attributes in the chart, whilst the buttons on the top right of the page to
export a copy of the chart.
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Organisation Unit Tree

Similar to the Position Tree, the Organisation Unit Tree allows you to see the
hierarchy of all organisation units in the system. Use the plus/ minus icons
to expand/collapse verticals of the organisation unit hierarchy, and click directly
on an organisation unit to view additional information or make changes.
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Position Assignment

This Position Assignment report allows you to edit or create new position
assignments in the system.
Click the

icon to edit an existing position assignment for an employee

Click the

icon to create a new position assignment for an employee

You will also be able to determine if the position assignment is currently active
or not, by the traffic light icon in the ‘Record’ column, in conjunction with the
start/end dates.
The

icon signifies the position assignment is active

The

icon signifies the position assignment is inactive
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You will also be able to determine if the employee is currently active or not, by
the coloured person icon in the ‘Active’ column.
The

icon signifies the person is active

The

icon signifies the employee is inactive

The ‘Assignment Type’ column indicates whether the position assignment is
either a ‘Primary’ or ‘Secondary’ assignment.
Note: An employee should only ever have one active primary position
assignment at a time, whilst an employee can have many active
secondary position assignments at one time.
The ‘Reporting Type’ column indicates whether the position assignment is either
a ‘Primary’ or ‘Secondary’ assignment.
Note: An employee should only ever have one active reporting position
assignment at a time, whilst an employee can have many active
non-reporting position assignments at one time.
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How to Set an Employee Position Assignment
Click the ‘Position Assignment’ link from the menu
Click the

icon under the ‘New’ column

Click the

icon to select a Position

Set a ‘Start Date’ by clicking on the

icon

Optionally set an ‘End Date’ if the position is temporary
Set the ‘Assignment Type’ to either Primary or Secondary
Set the ‘Reporting Type’ to either Reporting or Non-Reporting
Set the ‘Reason’
Set the ‘Allocation %’
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Incumbent

Click on the Incumbent link to see the Position Incumbent report.
Click the

icon under the ‘View‘ column to view the position details

Click the

icon under ‘Edit’ column to modify the position assignment

Click the
icon under the ‘New’ column to create a new position
assignment for the selected employee
Unlike the Position Assignment report, which shows a list of all positions in the
system and the employees that are assigned to those positions, the Position
Incumbent report shows the opposite i.e. a list of all employees and the
positions they are assigned to. Moreover, the Position Incumbent report also
allows you to view and edit both the actual position itself and the position
assignment all in one report. The report also allows you to view whether
positions are occupied or vacant.
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Unassigned Employees

Click on the Unassigned Employees link to quickly access a report that displays all active employees without any active position assignments.
Click the
icon under the ‘New’ column to assign a position to an
employee from the report.
This will bring up the ‘Position Assignment’ form for the selected
employee, allowing you to assign them to a position.
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Vacant Positions

Click on the Vacant Positions link to access a report that shows all positions in
the system that are currently vacant.
Click the

icon under the ‘View’ column to view the position details

Click the
icon under the ‘New Assignment’ column to assign the
position to an employee
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Assignment Error

Click on the Assignment error link to get a report that will help you determine
and troubleshoot possible issues with your position assignments.
The ‘Error’ column displays the possible error for the position assignment.
The legend at the bottom of the form will serve as your guide as to what may
be causing the error.
Clicking the ‘Errors’ option at the top of the report will filter to only
show errors
Click the
icon under the ‘Assign’ column to edit the position
assignment
Click the

icon under the ‘Position’ column to edit the position
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Manager Override

The Manager Override report shows the Reporting Manager, Approval
Manager, and Review Manager for all employees in the system. These three
manager roles power different functions in the system, which are explained in
the below sections.
By default, an employee will inherit their manager via position assignment,
which will occupy all three of the manager roles. However, you can override
individual manager roles if required. The Manager Source Report aggregates
the three different types of managers an employee can have in a single
report, allowing one to quickly identify if any employees have manager
overrides in place.
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Reporting Manager Override

Click the Reporting Manager Override link to assign a reporting manager
override. Doing so allows you to set a different reporting manager than what
has been inherited via position assignment. This will reroute the employee to
appear under a different manager in the organisation chart, as well as
determine which manager ‘manages’ that employee via the Manager menu.
The
icon under the ‘Record’ column signifies there is no active override
for an employee.
The
icon under the ‘Record’ column signifies there is an active override
for an employee.
Click the

icon to edit an existing override

Click the

icon to assign a new override
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Approval Manager Override

Click the Approval Manager Override link to assign an approval manager
override. Doing so allows you to set a different approval manager than what
has been inherited via position assignment. This will reroute any workflows
the employee initiates to a different manager, such as a leave request or
expense claim.
The
icon under the ‘Record’ column signifies there is no active override
for an employee.
The
icon under the ‘Record’ column signifies there is an active override
for an employee.
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Click the

icon to edit an existing override

Click the

icon to assign a new override

Review Manager Override

Click the Review Manager Override link to assign a review manager override.
Doing so allows you to set a different review manager than what has been
inherited via position assignment. This will reroute the employee to a
different manager when completing performance reviews in the system.
Click the

icon to edit an existing override

Click the

icon to assign a new override

The
icon under the ‘Record’ column signifies there is no active override for
an employee.
The
icon under the ‘Record’ column signifies there is an active override for
an employee.
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Manager Chart

The Manager Chart allows you to select a specific
employee and view the organisation chart, in conjunction
with any manager overrides that have been configured,
from that employee down.
Simply click on the
icon.
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Manager Tree

The Manager Tree provides the same functionality as the Position Tree, except it
takes into consideration any Reporting Manager overrides that have been
configured.
The Manager Tree is a visual representation of the hierarchy of all managers in
the system and the reporting structure. You can also expand/collapse the
manager tree to view specific verticals of the hierarchy, simply click the or
icons to do so. Clicking directly on a Manager’s name will take you to the
manager form, allowing you to make changes to the manager assignment.
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Groups

This menu gives you access to Work Groups, Pay Groups, and Public Holiday
groups. Combined, these three groups define the rules applied to employees
when requesting leave or submitting timesheets.
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Work Groups

The Work Group report allows you to view, modify, and create new work
groups in the system. The purpose of this functionality is to determine
what days employees work, and how many hours they work on those days.
This ensures the system is accurate and automates employee working
patterns when applying for leave or submitting timesheets.

|
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How to Set Up a New Work Group
Click ‘Work Groups’ link
Click the
icon to create a new Work Group
Click the
icon to edit an existing Work Group
Click the
icon under the ‘Week Pattern’ column to define the working
week for that Work Group
Define work/non-work days by using the radio buttons.
‘Start Time’ and ‘End Time’ are only required to be defined if using 		
timesheets
If the work group is for a fortnightly working pattern, ensure to complete
both the ‘Week ONE Pattern’ and ‘Week TWO Pattern’ tabs
Note: It is recommended to group employees that work the same days/hours
under a single work group - a good example being full-time employees.
Dissimilarly, it is recommended that employees that work different days/
hours combinations have their own unique work group - such as part-time
employees.
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Pay Groups

The Pay Group report allows you to view, modify, and create new pay groups
in the system, which indicates how frequently employees are paid.

|
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How to Set Up a New Pay Group
Click the
icon to create a new Pay Group
Click
icon to modify an existing Pay Group
Click
icon under the ‘Pay Periods’ column to open the Pay Period of a 		
Pay Group

Click the
icon
Select the proper Pay Group under the ‘PayGroup’ column
Set the cut off date under the ‘Cutoff Date’ column
Set the ‘Start Date’
Set the ‘End Date’
If using timesheet functionality, you will also need to define a pay period for each
pay group, which determines the cut-off period for each pay group when
employees are completing timesheets.
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Public Holiday Groups

The Public Holiday Group report allows you to view, modify, and create new
public holidays in the system. By default, EmployeeConnect comes
pre-loaded with all of the gazette Australian public holidays. However, you can
edit the pre-loaded public holidays, or create brand-new holidays to cater to
your unique requirements. Correctly configuring public holiday groups in the
system aids in leave request and timesheet validation.
Click

icon under the ‘Edit’ column to modify an existing Public Holiday
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How to Set Up a New Public Holiday Group
Click ‘Public Holiday Group’ from the side menu
Click the
icon to create a new Public Holiday
Set a name under the ‘Public Holiday Group’ column
Set the year under the ‘Year’ column
Set the date under the ‘Date’ column
Set a ‘Holiday Name’
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Inventory

This menu allows you to access Property and Vehicle links. This is the one stop
location to manage and assign inventory and assets.
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Property

Click the Property link to view, modify, assign, and create new property
assets.
Click the
records

icon under the ‘Edit’ column to modify existing Property

Click the

to create new Property records

Click the
icon under the ‘Copy’ column to copy a Property record
and quickly assign to an employee
You can add any kind of company assets here and assign them to the
appropriate employees. Property Types and Subtypes are list values, which
can be modified with System Admin privileges. If required, please contact
your EmployeeConnect consultant for help with modifying these list values.
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How to Assign Property to an Employee
Click the ‘Property’ link from the side menu
Click
icon under the ‘Edit’ column
Set a unique ‘Property ID’
Select the property ‘Type’ from the drop-down list
Set the ‘Sub-type’
Set the ‘Issue Date’
Set an ‘Expiry Date’ for Temporary assignments
Set the ‘Return Date’
Set the employee from the ‘Select Person’ field by clicking on the
Set other info required
Click ‘Save’’ to save your settings

icon

|
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Vehicle

Click on the Vehicle link to access the Vehicle report.
Click the

icon to modify an existing Vehicle Inventory

Click the

icon to create a new Vehicle Inventory

You can view, modify, assign, or create new Vehicle entries here. You can edit
the list values to add more specific vehicle details like make, year, color type,
etc.
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How to Assign a Vehicle to an Employee
Click
icon under the ‘Edit’ column
Set the employee to assign the vehicle to
Set a ‘Start Date’
Set the ‘End Date’
Enter the ’Vehicle ID’
Enter the ‘Registration Number’
Set other relevant info on the form
Click ‘Save’ to save the settings
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